Abstract. It has been demonstrated by Bellare, Neven, and Namprempre (Eurocrypt 2004) that identity-based signature schemes can be constructed from any PKI-based signature scheme. In this paper we consider the following natural extension: is there a generic construction of "identity-based signature schemes with additional properties" (such as identity-based blind signatures, verifiably encrypted signatures, ...) from PKI-based signature schemes with the same properties? Our results show that this is possible for great number of properties including proxy signatures; (partially) blind signatures; verifiably encrypted signatures; undeniable signatures; forward-secure signatures; (strongly) key insulated signatures; online/offline signatures; threshold signatures; and (with some limitations) aggregate signatures.
Introduction
Digital signatures are one of the most fundamental concepts of modern cryptography. They provide authentication, integrity and non-repudiation to digital communications, which makes them the most used public key cryptographic tool in real applications. In order to satisfy the needs of some specific scenarios such as electronic commerce, cash, voting, or auctions, the original concept of digital signature has been extended and modified in multiple ways, giving raise to many kinds of what we call "digital signatures with additional properties", e.g. blind signatures, verifiably encrypted signatures, and aggregated signatures.
Initially, all these extensions were introduced for the standard PKI-based framework, where each user generates a secret key and publishes the matching public key. In practice, digital certificates linking public keys with identities of users are needed to implement these systems, and this fact leads to some drawbacks in efficiency and simplicity. For this reason, the alternative framework of identity-based cryptography was introduced by Shamir [29] . The idea is that the public key of a user can be directly derived from his identity, and therefore digital certificates are avoidable. The user obtains his secret key by interacting with some trusted master entity. In his paper, Shamir already proposed an identitybased signature scheme. In contrast, the problem of designing an efficient and secure identity-based encryption scheme remained open until [6, 28] .
From a theoretical point of view, results concerning identity-based encryption schemes are more challenging than those concerning identity-based signatures (IBS). In contrast to the identity-based encryption case it is folklore that a standard PKI-based signature scheme already implies an identity-based signature scheme by using the signature scheme twice: for generating user secret keys and for the actual signing process. More precisely, the user secret key of an identity consists of a fresh PKI-based signing/verification key and a certificate proving the validity of the signing key. The latter certificate is established by the master entity by signing (using the master signing key) the new verification key together with the user's identity. In the actual identity-based signing process the user employs this signing key to sign the message. The identity-based signature itself consists of this signature along with the certificate and the public verification key.
The above idea was formalized by Bellare, Neven, and Namprempre in [3] , where they propose a generic and secure construction of identity-based signature schemes from any secure PKI-based signature scheme. However, some specific identity-based signature schemes have been proposed and published, mostly employing bilinear pairings and random oracles, without arguing if the proposed schemes are more efficient than the schemes resulting from the generic construction in [3] . In fact, in many papers the authors do not mention the generic approach from [3] and in spite of Shamir's work from more than two decades ago [29] it still seems to be a popular "opinion" among some researchers that the construction of identity-based signatures inherently relies on bilinear pairings.
Our observation is that the situation is quite similar when identity-based signature schemes with additional properties are considered. Intuitively such schemes may be obtained using the same generic approach as in the case of standard identity-based signatures combining a digital certificate and a PKIbased signature scheme with the desired additional property. To the best of our knowledge, this intuitive construction was never mentioned before, nor has a formal analysis been given up to now. Furthermore, specific identity-based signature schemes with additional properties keep being proposed and published without arguing which improvements they bring with respect to the possible generic certificate-based approach. Nearly all of these papers employ bilinear pairings and the security proofs are given in the random oracle model [5] (with its well-known limitations [9] ).
Our Results
In this work we formally revisit this intuitive idea outlined in the last paragraph.
Namely, if S is a secure PKI-based signature scheme and PS is a PKI-based signature scheme with some additional property P , we pursue the question if for a certain property P the combination of those two signature schemes can lead to a secure IBS scheme IB PS enjoying the same additional property P . We can answer this question to the positive, giving generic constructions of signature schemes with the following properties: proxy signatures (PS); (partially) blind signatures (BS); verifiably encrypted signatures (VES); undeniable signatures (US); forward-secure signatures (FSS); strong key insulated signatures (SKIS); online/offline signatures (OOS); threshold signatures (TS); and aggregate signatures (AS).
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Implications. By considering well-known results and constructions of PKIbased signatures PS with the required additional properties, we obtain identitybased schemes IB PS from weaker assumptions than previously known. A detailed overview of our results can be looked up in Table 1 on page 183. To give a quick overview of our results, for nearly every property P listed above, we obtain (i) the first IB PS scheme secure in the standard model (i.e., without random oracles); (ii) the first IB PS scheme built without using bilinear pairings; and (iii) the first IB PS based on "general assumptions" (e.g. on the sole assumption of one-way functions), answering the main foundational question with regard to these primitives. Our results therefore implicitly resolve many "open problems" in the area of identity-based signatures with additional properties.
Generic Constructions. For some properties P the construction of the scheme IB PS is the same as in [3] and a formal security statement can be proved following basically verbatim the proofs given in [3] . But as the limitations of the generic approach indicate, this approach does not work in a black-box way for every possible property P . For some special properties the certificatebased generic construction sketched above has to be (non-trivially) adapted to fit the specific nature of the signature scheme. This is in particular the case for blind and undeniable signatures and hence in these cases we will lay out our constructions in more detail.
Discussion. We think that in some cases the constructions of identity-based signatures with additional properties implied by our results are at least as efficient as most of the schemes known before. However, because of the huge number of cases to be considered, we decided not to include a detailed efficiency analysis of our generic constructions. Note that, in order to analyze the efficiency of a particular identity-based scheme resulting from our construction, we should first fix the framework: whether we admit the random oracle model, whether we allow the use of bilinear pairings, etc. Then we should take the most efficient suitable PKI-based scheme and measure the efficiency of the resulting identity-based one. Our point is rather that this comparison should be up to the authors proposing new specific schemes: the schemes (explicitly and implicitly) implied by our generic approach should be used as benchmarks relative to which both, existing and new practical schemes measure their novelty and efficiency.
We stress that we do not claim the completely novelty of our generic approaches to construct identity-based signatures with additional properties. Similar to [3] we rather think that most of these constructions can be considered as folklore and are known by many researchers. However, the immense number of existing articles neglecting these constructions was our initial motivation for writing this paper. We think that our results may also help better understanding IBS. To obtain a practical IBS with some additional properties the "standard method" in most articles is to start from a standard IBS and try to "add in" the desired additional property. Our results propose that one should rather start from a standard signature scheme with the additional property and try to make it identity-based. We hope that the latter approach may be used to obtain more efficient practical schemes.
Definitions
Standard Signatures. A standard signature scheme S = (S.KG, S.Sign, S.Vfy) consists of the following three (probabilistic polynomial-time) algorithms. The key generation algorithm S.KG takes as input a security parameter k and returns a secret key SK and a matching public key PK . We use the notation (SK , PK ) ← S.KG(1 k ) to refer to one execution of this protocol. The signing algorithm S.Sign inputs a message m and a secret key SK . The output is a signature sig SK (m). We denote an execution of this protocol as sig SK (m) ← S.Sign(SK , m). The verification algorithm S.Vfy takes as input a message m, a signature sig = sig SK (m) and a public key PK . The output is 1 if the signature is valid, or 0 otherwise. We use the notation {0, 1} ← S.Vfy(PK , m, sig) to refer to one execution of this algorithm.
The standard security notion for signature schemes in unforgeability against adaptively-chosen message attacks, which can be found in [19, 17] .
Identity-Based Signatures. An identity-based signature scheme IB S = (IB S.KG, IB S.Extr, IB S.Sign, IB S.Vfy) consists of the following four (probabilistic polynomial-time) algorithms [10] . The setup algorithm IB S.KG takes as input a security parameter k and returns, on the one hand, the system public parameters mpk and, on the other hand, the value master secret key msk , which is known only to the master entity. We note an execution of this protocol as (mpk , msk) ← IB S.KG(1 k ). The key extraction algorithm IB S.Extr takes as inputs mpk , the master secret key msk and an identity id ∈ {0, 1} * , and returns a secret key sk [id ] for the user with this identity. We use notation sk [id ] ← IB S.Extr(msk , id ) to refer to one execution of this protocol. The signing algorithm IB S.Sign inputs a user secret key sk [id ], the public parameters mpk , an identity, and a message m. The output is a signature sig = sig msk (id , m). We denote an execution of this protocol as sig ← IB S.Sign(mpk , id , sk [id ], m). Finally, the verification algorithm IB S.Vfy inputs mpk , a message m, an identity id and a signature sig; it outputs 1 if the signature is valid, and 0 otherwise. To refer to one execution of this protocol, we use notation {0, 1} ← IB S.Vfy(mpk , id , m, sig).
The standard security notion for identity-based signature schemes is unforgeability against adaptively-chosen identity and message attacks, which can be found in [3, 17] .
Generic Construction of Identity-Based Signatures
We first outline the BNN generic transformation [3] from two standard signature schemes S, S into an identity-based signature scheme.
Let S = (S.KG, S.Sign, S.Vfy) and S = (S .KG, S .Sign, S .Vfy) be two (possibly equal) standard signature schemes. The generic construction of an identity-based signature scheme IB S = (IB S.KG, IB S.Extr, IB S.Sign, IB S.Vfy), proposed in [3] , is defined as follows.
The key generation algorithm from the standard signature scheme S is run to obtain the master key-pair for the identitybased signature scheme IB S:
The secret key of a user with identity id i is defined as
where (pk i , sk i ) is a random key-pair obtained by running S .KG(1 k ) and sig i ← S.Sign(msk , id i ||pk i ). Here the signature sig i can be viewed as a "certificate" on the validity of pk i .
Given a user secret key for id i an id-based signature for identity id i and message m is defined as
where sig sk i (m) = S .Sign(sk i , m) can be computed by the possessor of the user secret key sk
(2) certifies the validity of pk i .
Verification IB S.Vfy(mpk , sig): The user checks if the first signature from Eqn. (2) is valid with respect to mpk and "message" id ||pk i (using the verification protocol S.Vfy); and if the second signature is valid with respect to pk i and the message m (using the verification protocol S .Vfy). Bellare, Namprempre, and Neven [3] prove the following result: Let PS be a signature scheme with the property P . We extend the above construction to an IBS with additional properties IB PS in a straightforward way: as with signing/verification, all functionality provided by PS is "lifted" to the identity-based case. That means that (analog to IB S.Sign and IB S.Vfy) any protocol additionally provided by PS is executed using the corresponding secret/public key pair (sk i , pk i ) from the user secret key Eqn. (1). We will refer to the latter construction as the "generic construction of identity-based signatures with additional properties" or simply "generic construction".
In the rest of this section we will demonstrate that this generic construction and variants of it can indeed be used for many signatures schemes with additional properties. Due to the lack of space we only provide details for identity-based VES, US, AS, and BS schemes. For the details on the remaining results we refer to the full verion of this paper [17] . Table 1 summarizes the practical impact of our results, i.e. it is shown which types IB PS of new identity-based signature schemes are implied by our general constructions. The existence of the identity-based signature schemes can be derived by the existence of the respective standard signature scheme [17] . Table 1 . A summary of the practical implications of our results. Here " " means that a scheme was known before (with a formal proof), a " " means that our construction gives the first such scheme, and a "−" means that no such scheme is known. 
Verifiably Encrypted Signatures
Verifiably encrypted signature (VES) schemes can be seen as a special extension of the standard signature primitive. VES schemes enable a user Alice to create a signature encrypted using an adjudicator's public key (the VES signature), and enable public verification if the encrypted signature is valid. The adjudicator is a trusted third party, who can reveal the standard signature when needed. VES schemes provide an efficient way to enable fairness in many practical applications such as contract signing. An efficient VES scheme in the random oracle model based on pairings was given in [7] , one in the standard model in [25] . It was further noted in [25] that VES schemes can be constructed on general assumptions such as trapdoor one-way permutations.
Identity-based verifiably encrypted signature (IB-VES) schemes were introduced in [20] where also a concrete security model was proposed. In contrast to [20] , here we only consider a weaker (but still reasonable) model where the adjudicator has a fixed public key, i.e. it is not identity-based.
Compared to a standard signature a VES scheme has three additional algorithms: VES signing/verification (with respect to an adjudicators public key), and adjudication. Here the adjudication algorithm inputs an adjudicators secret key and transforms a VES into a standard signature. For our generic construction VES signing and verification can be lifted to the identity-based case in the same way as in the generic construction, i.e. in an IB-VES one replaces sig sk i (m) in Eqn. (2) Using our generic construction we get an IB-VES scheme based on any trapdoor one-way function [25] , and a more efficient one using [7] .
Undeniable Signatures
Undeniable signatures [12] (US) are signature schemes in which testing for (in)validity of a signature requires interaction with the signer. Undeniable signatures are used in applications where signed documents carry some private information about the signer and where it is considered to be an important privacy factor to limit the ability of verification.
Following [14] , an undeniable signature scheme US consists of four algorithms US = (US.KG, US.Sign, US.Conf, US.Disav), where US.Conf is a confirmation and US.Disav is a disavowal protocol, both being interactive algorithms run between a prover and a verifier. The basic security properties are (standard) unforgeability, non-transferability and simulatability. By non-transferability it is meant that no adversary should be able to convince any third party of the validity/invalidity of a given message/signature pair after having participated in the confirmation and disavowal protocols. Intuitively this is captured by requiring the confirmation and disavowal protocols to be "zero-knowledge", such that no information is leaked besides (in)validity. With simulatability one wants to ensure that the strings representing signatures can not be recognized (i.e., distinguished from a random string) by an attacker. This security property is fulfilled if there exists a signature simulator algorithm US.Sim, that on input of a public key and a message, outputs a simulated signature sig(m) which looks like a "real undeniable signature" to anyone who only knows public information and has access to confirmation/disavowal oracles.
Extending the previous definition to the identity-based setting, an identitybased undeniable signature (IB-US) scheme consists of a tuple of five algorithms IB US = (IB US.KG, IB US.Extr, IB US.Sign, IB US.Conf, IB US.Disav) where IB US.Conf and IB US.Disav are interactive algorithms run between a prover and a verifier. The basic security properties for an IB-US (unforgeability, nontransferability and simulatability), are defined by suitably adapting the standard US security notions to the identity-based scenario.
In particular, the identity-based simulatability property is defined in terms of the existence of an additional simulation algorithm IB US.Sim. On input of the system public parameters mpk , an identity id and a message m, IB US.Sim outputs a simulated signature sig(id , m), which is indistinguishable from a real signature for someone having access to confirmation/disavowal oracles for the identity id .
We now sketch our generic construction of identity-based undeniable signatures. In contrast to the generic construction (cf. Eqn. (2)) we define the identitybased undeniable signature IB US.Sign(sk [id i ], m) as sig sk i (m) (i.e., the certificate sig msk (id i ||pk i ) and pk i are not included in the signature). In the interactive identity-based confirmation and disavowal protocols, the signer sends his certificate (sig msk (id i ||pk i ), pk i ) to the verifier such that the verifier can be convinced about the link between the signature and id i ||pk i . Then prover (using sk i ) and verifier (using pk i ) engage in the standard US confirmation/disavowal protocol.
It remains to describe the identity-based simulation algorithm IB US.Sim in terms of the algorithm US.Sim. We define the output of IB US.Sim(mpk , id , m) as US.Sim(pk i , m), where (pk i , sk i ) ← US.KG(1 k ) is a fresh key pair generated by the simulator. Note that the simulator IB US.Sim does not input the user secret key sk [id ] and therefore the public key pk i from the user secret key for id i (cf. Eqn. (1)) is information theoretically hidden from it. However, an adversary against simulatability may learn this public key pk i from an execution of the confirmation/disavowal protocol. It turns out that to ensure that our generic IB-US construction satisfies the simulatability property it is sufficient to require the scheme US to be anonymous in the sense of [16] . A scheme US is said to be anonymous if (roughly) for two randomly generated key pairs (pk 0 , sk 0 ), (pk 1 , sk 1 ) and a message m, it is infeasible to distinguish the two distributions US.Sign(sk 0 , m) and US.Sign(sk 1 , m). More formally, we can prove the following theorem: Theorem 3. If S is a secure standard signature scheme and US is a secure anonymous undeniable signature scheme then IB US as outlined above is a secure identity-based undeniable signature scheme.
As far as we know, only one IB-US has been previously presented in [24] . This scheme uses bilinear pairings and it is proved secure in the random oracle model. We stress that the security model in [24] seems to be incomplete, as the authors do not consider simulatability.
In [16] , an anonymous PKI-based US scheme based on the RSA primitive was proposed (the security proof uses the random oracle model). A different anonymous US scheme, whose security is proved in the standard model, can be found in [23] ; it does not employ bilinear pairings, but the disavowal protocol is quite inefficient. Using these anonymous US schemes [16, 23] , we can obtain secure IB-US schemes in the random oracle model and also in the standard model, based on different computational assumptions, which do not employ bilinear pairings.
Aggregate Signatures
The idea of an aggregate signature scheme [7] is to combine n signatures on n different messages, signed by n (possibly different) signers, in order to obtain a single aggregate signature AgSig which provides the same certainty than the n initial signatures. The main goal in the design of such protocols is that the length of AgSig be constant, independent of the number of messages and signers. Of course, to check correctness of an aggregate signature, the verifier will also need the messages m i and the public keys pk i , but this is not taken into account when considering the length of AgSig.
In the identity-based framework, the only proposal which achieves constantlength aggregation is that of [18] ; however, this scheme only works in a more restrictive scenario where some interaction or sequentiality is needed among the signers of the messages which later will be aggregated (in the same direction as [25] for the PKI-based scenario). With respect to non-interactive aggregate signatures in the identity-based setting, the most efficient proposal is from [21] , that does not achieve constant-length aggregation: the length of the aggregate signature does not depend on the number of signed messages, but on the number of different signers. Using the approach of this work, we can achieve exactly the same level of partial aggregation for identity-based signatures. In effect, let us consider our generic construction, and let us assume that the employed PKI-based signature scheme S allows constant-length aggregation. The the input of the aggregation algorithm would be
where sig i and sig sk i (m i ) are signatures resulting from scheme S, and can therefore be aggregated into a PKI-based aggregate signature AgSig, of constantlength. Then the final identity-based aggregate signature would be IBAgSig = (Ag Sig, pk 1 , . . . , pk n ). This aggregate signature, along with the n messages and the n identities, is sufficient to verify the correctness of the n signatures. Therefore the length of the identity-based aggregate signature IBAgSig is linear with respect to the number of different signers.
Limitations and Extensions
Our generic approach to construct identity-based signature schemes with special properties does not work in situations where the signing procedure (in the corresponding PKI-based scheme) involves other public keys than the one from the signer, and interaction between the signer and the owners of these public keys is not mandatory. Our approach fails in this case because in the identity-based framework the signer only knows the identity of the other users, and needs some interaction with them in order to know the public key that they have received in the key extraction phase. Some examples of signature schemes with special properties falling inside this group are: ring signatures; designated verifier signatures; confirmer signatures; chameleon signatures; and nominative signatures.
We are aware of the fact that the list of properties where the generic approach can be applied is not complete and it obviously can also be applied to other concepts (like one-time signatures, homomorphic signatures, etc.) as well.
Generic Construction of ID-Based Blind Signatures
In this section we consider in more detail the generic construction in the case of blind signature schemes. In blind signature (BS) schemes [11] a user can ask a signer to blindly sign a (secret) message m. At the end of the (interactive) signing process, the user obtains a valid signature on m, but the signer has no information about the message he has just signed. A formal security model of blind signatures was introduced in [22, 27] . Partially blind signature schemes are a variation of this concept, where the signer can include some common information in the blind signature, under some agreement with the final receiver of the signature. This concept was introduced in [1] and the security of such schemes was formalized in [2] .
The first identity-based blind signature (IB-BS) schemes were proposed in [31, 30] . They employ bilinear pairings, but their security is not formally analyzed. Subsequent schemes were proposed in [13] but security is only provided in a weaker model (i.e. against sequential adversaries).
The main result of this section can be stated as follows. Here the IB-BS scheme inherits the security properties of the BS scheme -if BS is secure against concurrent adversaries so is IB-BS. In particular, we obtain the first IB-BS scheme provably secure (in the standard model), against concurrent adversaries (by using the results from [8, 26, 15] ), we obtain IB-BS schemes which do not employ bilinear pairings [4] , and we obtain IB-BS schemes from any oneway trapdoor permutation [22, 15] . We now formally prove Theorem 4. First we recall the basic definitions of PKIbased and identity-based blind signature schemes, then we explain and analyze our construction and prove its blindness. Due to lack of space, we included all details (definitions and analysis) related to the unforgeability property in the full version of this paper [17] .
Blind Signature Schemes
Blind signature schemes were introduced in [11] with electronic banking as first motivation. The intuitive idea is that a user asks some signer to blindly sign a (secret) message m. At the end of the process, the user obtains a valid signature on m from the signer, but the signer has no information about the message he has signed. More formally, a blind signature scheme BS = (BS.KG, BS.Sign, BS.Vfy) consists of the following (partially interactive) algorithms.
The key generation algorithm BS.KG takes as input a security parameter k and returns a secret key sk and a matching public key pk . We use notation (sk , pk ) ← BS.KG(1 k ) to refer to one execution of this protocol. The blind signing algorithm BS.Sign is an interactive protocol between a user U and a signer S with public key pk . The input for the user is Inp U = (m, pk ) where m is the message he wants to be signed by the signer. The input Inp S of the signer is his secret key sk . In the end, the output Out S of the signer is 'completed' or 'not completed', whereas the output Out U of the user is either 'fail' or a signature sig = sig sk (m). We use notation (Out U , Out S ) ← BS.Sign(Inp U , Inp S ) to refer to one execution of this interactive protocol. Finally, the verification algorithm BS.Vfy is the same verification protocol as in standard signature schemes. To refer to one execution of this protocol, we use notation {0, 1} ← BS.Vfy(m, sig).
Blindness. Intuitively, the blindness property captures the notion of a signer who tries to obtain some information about the messages he is signing for some user. Formally, this notion is defined by the following game that an adversary (signer) B plays against a challenger (who plays the role of a user).
First the adversary B runs the key generation protocol (sk , pk ) ← BS.KG(1 k ). Then the adversary B chooses two messages m 0 and m 1 and sends them to the challenger, along with the public key pk . The challenger chooses b ∈ {0, 1} at random and then the interactive signing protocol is executed two times (possibly in a concurrent way), resulting in ( 
Identity-Based Blind Signature Schemes
Analogously, an identity-based blind signature scheme IB BS = (IB BS.KG, IB BS.Extr, IB BS.Sign, IB BS.Vfy) consists of the following algorithms.
The setup algorithm IB BS.KG takes as input a security parameter k and returns, on the one hand, the master public key mpk and, on the other hand, the value master secret key msk , which is known only to the master entity. We note an execution of this protocol as (msk , mpk ) ← IB BS.KG(1 k ). The key extraction algorithm IB BS.Extr takes as inputs mpk , the master secret key msk and an identity id ∈ {0, 1} * , and returns a secret key sk [id ] for the user with this identity. We use notation sk [id ] ← IB BS.Extr(msk , id ) to refer to one execution of this protocol. The blind signing algorithm IB BS.Sign is an interactive protocol between a user U and a signer with identity id . The common input for them is mpk . The input for the user is Inp U = (id , m) where m is the message he wants to be signed by id . The input Inp id of the signer is his secret key sk [id ] . In the end, the output Out id of the signer is 'completed' or 'not completed', whereas the output Out U of the user is either 'fail' or a signature sig = sig msk (id , m). We use notation (Out U , Out id ) ← IB BS.Sign(mpk , Inp U , Inp id ) to refer to one execution of this interactive protocol. Finally, the verification algorithm IB BS.Vfy takes as input mpk , a message m, an identity id and a signature sig; it outputs 1 if the signature is valid with respect to the public key mpk and the identity id , and 0 otherwise. To refer to one execution of this protocol, we use notation {0, 1} ← IB BS. Vfy(mpk , id , m, sig ).
An identity-based blind signature scheme must satisfy the requirements of correctness, blindness and unforgeability. Due to lack of space, we focus only on the blindness property.
Blindness. Blindness of an identity-based blind signature scheme is defined by a game played between a challenger and an adversary. This adversary B IB models the dishonest behavior of a signer who tries to distinguish which message (between two messages chosen by himself) is being signed in an interactive execution of the signing protocol with a user. The game is as follows.
First the challenger runs the setup protocol (msk , mpk) ← IB BS.KG(1 k ) and gives mpk to B IB . The master secret key msk is kept secret by the challenger. 
Constructing Identity-Based Blind Signature Schemes
Let S = (S.KG, S.Sign, S.Vfy) be a standard signature scheme and let BS = (BS.KG, BS.Sign, BS.Vfy) be a blind signature scheme. We construct an ID-based blind signature scheme IB BS = (IB BS.KG, IB BS.Sign, IB BS.Extr, IB BS.Vfy) as follows.
Setup IB BS.KG(1 k ): On input a security parameter k, the key generation protocol S.KG of S is executed, resulting in (SK , PK ) ← S.KG(1 k ). The master public key is defined as mpk = PK , whereas the master secret key stored by the master entity is msk = SK .
Key extraction IB BS.Extr(msk , id i ): When the user secret key sk [id i ] for some identity id i is requested, the master entity first checks if it already has established a user secret key for id i . If so, the old secret key is returned. Otherwise it generates and stores a new user secret key as follows: it runs the key generation protocol of the blind signature scheme BS, resulting in (sk i , pk i ) ← BS.KG(1 k ).
Then it uses signature scheme S to sign the "message" id i pk i , that is, it executes sig msk (id i pk i ) ← S.Sign(msk , id i pk i ). The resulting secret key, which is sent to the owner of the identity, is sk [id i ] = (sk i , pk i , sig msk (id i pk i )). The recipient can verify the obtained secret key by executing {0, 1} ← S.Vfy(mpk , id i pk i , sig msk (id i ||pk i )); if the output is 1, then the secret key is accepted.
Blind signature IB BS.Sign: The interactive protocol between a user U and a signer with identity id i consists of the following steps (recall that mpk is a common input for user and signer, the input of the user is (id i , m) 
Security Analysis
In this section we prove that the identity-based blind signature scheme IB BS constructed in the previous section satisfies the blindness property, assuming that the schemes S and BS employed as primitives are secure. The detailed analysis of the unforgeability property can be found in [17] . If (pk (j) * , sig (j) * ) = (pk * , sig * ) for either j = 0 of j = 1, then F outputs sig (j) * as a valid forgery on the message id * ||pk (j) * for the signature scheme S. This is a valid forgery against signature scheme S, because these signatures were not obtained during the attack. Therefore, in this case we would have a successful forger F against S, contradicting the hypothesis in the statement of the theorem which claims that S is strongly unforgeable.
From now on we assume (pk (j) * , sig (j) * ) = (pk * , sig * ) for both j = 0, 1 and the two first steps in the two executions of the interactive signing protocol are identical. Then we run the two execution of the blind signing protocol of scheme BS , playing the role of the signer: we obtain from B IB the information that we must send to the challenger (user) of BS , and this challenger sends back to us the information that we must provide to B IB . This challenger of BS is the one who chooses the bit b ∈ {0, 1}.
Eventually, adversary B IB outputs its guess b . B outputs the same bit b as its guess in the blindness game against the blind signature scheme BS.
The first two steps in the two executions of the interactive signing protocol of IB BS run between B IB and us are identical. Hence distinguishing between the two executions of IB BS.Sign is equivalent to distinguishing between the two executions of BS.Sign. This completes the proof.
We stress that the signature scheme S really has to be strongly unforgeable; otherwise a signer can break blindness by using different versions of sk [id i ] in different signing sessions and later use this information to trace the user. The proof of Theorem 6 can be found in [17] . Theorems 5 and 6 imply Theorem 4.
